Modern industrialprocesses require advanced computer tools that should adapt to the user requirements and to the tasks being solved. Strategy learning consists of automating the acquisition of patterns of actions used while solving particular tasks. Current intelligent strategy learning systems acquire operational knowledge to improve the efSlciency of a particular problem solver. However, these strategy learning tools should also provide a way of achieving low-cost solutions according to user-specijic criteria.
Introduction
As technological advances are applied to real-world problems the requirements for computer-based tools also change. In particular, in automated planning and problem solving, it is not only necessary to have a computational system that generates plans for achieving a set of goals, but also that those plans be achieved efficiently and that they be optimal (or satisficing) with respect to a given quality measure.
Learning strategy knowledge is, therefore, a necessary step towards the application of today's computer's technology to real world tasks. Most of the current strategy learning systems eagerly try to explain correctly the problem solving choices from a single episode or from a static analysis of the domain definition. Therefore they rely heavily on a complete axiomatic domain theory to provide the support for the generalization of the explanation of one episode to other future situations. This requirement and this explanation effort is not generally acceptable in real-world Daniel Borrajo Facultad de Informitica Universidad Politknica de Madrid 28660 Boadilla del Monte, Madrid, Spain dborrajo@ fi .upm .es applications that are incompletely specified and subject to dynamic changes.
Instead in this paper, we present HAMLET,' an incremental and inductivestrategy learning system that acquires control knowledge for guiding the base level nonlinear planner PRODIGY4.0 [3] to efficiently achieve optimal solutions for complex problems [ 1,2]. Although this paper describes the HAMLET strategy learning tool in the context of PRODIGY, the main characteristics and contributions of this integration are general to any problem solver, in particular:
0 Definition of problem solving or planning as a decision making process where choice points and available altematives are clearly identified. 0 Use of the problem solving search episodes through the space of altematives to identify learning opportunities from the successful and failed choices made. 0 Learning of meta-level strategy rules from the successful choices by explaining the situations under which the same successes are expected to occur. This (generally computationally expensive) explanation process is limited to a predefined template.
Incremental generalization of the learned knowledge through experience by merging learned rules in similar successes and refining them in situations where they apply incorrectly.
In this paper, we introduce the underlying problem solver identifying its choice points and learning opportunities. We provide an illustrative example on the need to learn plan quality. We describes HAMLET'S architecture presenting the generation of the meta-level control rules and their incremental refinement. We shows empirical results in a logistics transportation domain where HAMLET learns rules "HAMLET"stands for Heuristics Acquisition Method by Leaming from &arch Trees.
that make PRODIGY solve efficiently and with quality complex planning problems with up to 50 goals and hundreds of literals in the initial state, Finally we discuss related work and draw conclusions.
Planning and Control of Quality
HAMLET is integrated in the planning and learning architecture PRODIGY. The current nonlinear problem solver in PRODIGY, PRODIGY4.0, follows a means-ends analysis backward chaining search procedure reasoning about multiple goals and multiple alternative operators relevant to the goals? The inputs to the basic problem solver algorithm are: the domain theory, (or for short, domain), which consists of the set of operators specifying the task knowledge, and the object hierarchy; a problem specified in terms of an initial configuration of the world, and a set of goals to be achieved; and control knowledge.
PRODIGY'S planning algorithm interleaves backwardchaining planning with the simulation of plan execution, by applying operators found relevant to the goal to an internal world state. The planning reasoning cycle, as shown in Table 1 , involves several decision points, namely: the goal to select from the set of pending goals and subgoals (step 5); the operator to choose to achieve a particular goal (step 6); the bindings to choose in order to instantiate the chosen operator (step 6); apply an operator whose preconditions are satisfied or continue subgoaling on a still unachieved 2PRODIGY4.0 is a successor ofthe previous linear planner, PRODIGYLO , and PRODIGY'S first nonlinear and complete planner, NOLIMIT. goal (step 5). Default decisions at all these choices can be directed by explicit control knowledge.
Although PRODIGY can use a variety of pOWerfU1 domain-independent heuristics [17] , it is very difficult and costly to determine in general which of these heuristics are going to succeed or fail. Therefore, learning can be used for automatically acquiring control knowledge to override the default behavior of a particular domain-independent search heuristic to drive the planner more efficiently to a solution. Note that this need to learn when particular domain-independent search strategies do not produce desirable results is common to any planner [ 191.
We show now a simple example of how control knowledge can be used to plan for solutions of better quality. The domain we use is a logistics-transportationdomain [201. In this domain, packages must be delivered to different locations in several different cities. Packages are canied within the same city in trucks and across cities in airplanes. At each city, there are several locations, such as post offices and airports. The domain consists of a set of operators to load and unload packages into and from the carriers at different locations, and to move the carriers between locations.
Consider a planning situation where there are three cities, cityl, city2 and city3, each with one post office and one airport. Initially, there is one package, packagel, at airportl, and one airplane, planel, at airport2. The goal of the problem is to bring both packagel and planel to airport3.
The optimal solution to the problem is the following sequence of steps: Notice that, although in this example the optimal plan corresponds to this unique linearization, in general the learning procedure can reason about a partially-ordered dependency network of the plan steps.
In the representation of the logistics domain, there is no knowledge in the domain description (operators), about not moving carriers if they need to be loaded; unloading a truck, instead of unloading an airplane if a package is, in the current state, in the same city as in the goal; or loading one after another two packages that are in the same place, if they need to go in the same carrier. Some of this information is not observable by doing goal regression, and is related to the quality of the solutions. Our approach consists on learning the needed knowledge to guide the problem solver to the optimal solutions.
Figure l(a) shows a control rule learned by HAMLET from the search tree produced by PRODIGY when solving the problem? A control rule consists of two parts: the if-part which specifies the conditions under which the rule should apply; and the then-part identifying the particular decision to be made.
(control-rule select-bind-fly-airplane-1 (if (current-operator fly-airplane) (current-goal (at-airplane <planel > <airport3 >)) (true-in-state (at-airplane <plane1 > <airpod>)) (true-in-state (at-object <package4> <airport1 >)) (other-goals ((at-object <package4> <airport3 >))))
(effects ((add (at-airplane <plane> <loc-to>)) (del (at-airplane <plane> <lot-from>))))) Note that the backwardchaining procedure selects the operator fly-airplane when planning to achieve the goal (at-airplane planel airport3). The location to which the airplane flies, i.e., <loc-to>, is bound by the goal, but not the location where the airplane should come from. PRODIGY needs to choose which bindings to use for the <loc-from> variable in the operator. If the goal is to move an airplane to an airport, and there is another goal to be achieved, namely to move a package to a different airport, then the rule select-bind-fly-airplane-1 establishes that the airplane should reach the final airport departing from the airport where the object is currently located. Therefore the airplane should pick the object first to avoid an extra trip from its destination back to pick the object and returning to its destination. Although this rule might seem simple, it really embodies some complexity. An explanation-based system that learns from a satisficing problem solving episode by doing goal regression, would learn a rule as shown in This rule is unoptimal. If PRODIGY uses this rule to solve the problem introduced above, PRODIGY will produce the unoptimal solution. The airplane will fly from airport2 to airporr3 directly, then fly to pick up the object, and then 3For simplicity we use the same names forthe instances in the problem and the variables in the rule. Note, however, that the names in the rules represent variables rather than specific packages.
(control-rule select-bind-fly-airplane-2 (if (current+perator fly-airplane) (current-goal (at-airplane <planel > <airport3 >)) (true-in-state (at-airplane <planel > <airpod>))) (then select bindings ((<plane> . <planel >) (<loc-from> . <airpod!>) (<loc-to> . <airport3>))))
Figure 2: Control rule that selectsflying directly an airplane from its current location to its destination. This rule produces unoptimal solutions in many situatwns, for the example problem introduced above.
return to its destination. This would also happen to almost all problems in this domain that require to use an airplane, at least twice.
able to find the optimal solutions efficiently.
Using the contrOl rules learned by HAMLET, PRODIGY is
HAMLET'S architecture
The inputs to HAMLET are a task domain, a set of training problems, and a quality measure. The output is a set of control rules. HAMLET has three main modules: the Bounded-Explanation module, the Inductive module, and the Refinement module.
The Bounded-Explanation module generates control rules from a PRODIGY search tree. These rules might be over-specific or over-general. The Induction module solves the problem of over-specificity by generalizing rules when analyzing positive examples. The Refinement module replaces over-general rules with more specific ones when it finds situations in which the learned rules lead to wrong decisions. HAMLET gradually learns and refines control rules converging to a concise set of correct control rules, i.e. rules that are individually neither over-general, nor over-specific! Figure 3 shows HAMLET'S modules and their connection to PRODIGY. Here ST and ST' are search trees generated by the PRODIGY planning algorithm, L is the set of control rules, L' is the set of new control rules learned by the Bounded Explanation module, and L" is the set of rules induced from L and L' by the Inductive module. 
Bounded Explanation
The Bounded-Explanation module learns control rules by choosing important decisions made during the search for a solution and extracting the information that justifies these decisions from the search space. The explanation procedure consists of four phases: Labeling the decision tree; Credit assignment; Generation of control rules; and Parameterization. Labeling the decision tree HAMLET traverses the search tree bottom-up, starting from the leaf nodes. It assigns three kinds of labels to each node of the tree: success, if the node corresponds to a correct solution plan;failure, if the node is a dead end in the search space; and unknown, if the planner did not expand the node, and thus we do not know whether this node can lead to a solution Credit Assignment
The credit assignment is the process of selecting important branching decisions, for which learning will occur. It is done concurrently with labeling. HAMLET views a branching decision as a learning opportunity if this decision (1) leads to a solution and (2) differs from the default decision made by domain-independent heuristics. Generation of control rules At each decision choice to be learned, HAMLET has access to information on the current state of the search and on the meta-level planning information, such as the goals that have not been achieved, the goal the planner is working on, and the possible applicable operators. This information is used by the generation module to create the applicability conditions, i.e. the $-parts of the control rules. The relevant features of the current state are selected using goal regression.
HAMLET learns four kinds of select control rules, corresponding to thePRODIGY'S decisions of section 2, which are generalized target concepts. They are: decide whether to apply an operator or subgoal on an unachieved goal. select an unachieved goal, select an operator to achieve some specific goal, select bindings for an operator when trying to achieve a goal. HAMLET generates a set of rules for each target concept, where the ifpart of each rule is described as a conjunctive set of predicates. As HAMLET can learn several rules for the same target concept, the set of all rules can be viewed as the disjunction of conjunctive rules.
Parameterization
After a rule is generated, HAMLET replaces specific constants inherited from the considered planning situation with variables of corresponding types. Distinct constants are replaced with differently named variables, and when the rule is applied, different variables must always be matched with distinct constants. The latter heuristic may be relaxed in the process of inductive generalization of the learned rules.
Inductive Generalization
The rules generated by the bounded explanation method may be over-specific as also noticed by [6]. To address this problem, we use the Inductive Learning module, which generalizes the learned rules by analyzing new examples of situations where the rules are applicable. We have devised methods for generalizing over the following aspects of the learned knowledge: state; subgoaling structure; interacting goals; and type hierarchy [2] .
Example
Consider that HAMLET has previously learned the rule showninFigure4. Therulesays that theplannershouldfind a way of achieving (inside-truck package1 truckl) before moving the carriers, plane1 and truckl (even though flying an empty airplane will achieve one of the two planning goals). This is a useful rule, since if PRODIGY decides to move a carrier before loading it, the carrier will have to be moved back to pick its load, thus resulting in a non-optimal plan. This rule is over-specific, since, among other things, the prior-goal does not have to include the package in an airport, the other-goals may be ignored, and truckl does not have to be in the same place as packagel.
(control-rule select-inside-truck-1 (if (target-goal (inside-truck <package1 > <truck1 >)) (prior-goal (at-object <package1 > <post-office2>)) (true-in-state (at-truck <truck1 > <post-office1 >)) (true-in-state (at-object <package1 > <post-office1 >)) (true-in-state (same-city <airport1 > <post-office1 >)) (other-goals ((at-truck <truck1 > <airport1 >) (at-airplane <planel > <airport2>)))) (then select goals (inside-truck <package1 > <truck1 >)))
Figure 4: Rule learned by HAMLET after applying the BoundedExplanation.
Suppose that PRODIGY solves a new problem in which packagel and planel have to go to airport2, and truckl is initially at airportl. HAMLET From these two rules, namely in Figure 4 and in Figure 5. the Induction module generates the rule presented in Figure 6 , which is the result of applying three inductive operators: Relaxing the subgoaling dependency, which removes the the prior-goal from the if-part; ReJrnemenr of goal dependencies, which requires the other-goals to be the union of the other-goals of each rule; and Finding common superclass, which finds a common general type in the hierarchy of PRODIGY types, localion, that is a common ancestor of the types airport and post-offrce.
Refinement
HAMLET may also generate over-general rules, either by inducing or by doing goal regression when generating the rules. Therefore, the over-general rules need to be refined. There are two main issues to be addressed: how to detect a negative example, and how to refine the learned knowledgeaccording to it. A negativeexample for HAMLET is a situation in which a control rule was applied, and the (control-rule select-inside-truck-3 (if (target-goal (inside-truck <package1 > <truck1 >)) (true-in-state (at-truck <truck1 > <location1 >)) (true-in-state (at-object <package1 > <post-officel >)) (true-in-state (same-city <location1 > <post-officel >)) (other-goals ((at-truck <truck1 > <location1 >) (at-airplane <plane1 > <airport2>)))) (then select goals (inside-truck <package1 > <truck1 >))) resulting decision led to either a failure (instead of the expected success), or a worse solution than the best one for that decision.
When a negative example is found, HAMLET tries to recover from the over-generalization by refining the wrong rule. The goal is to find, for each over-general rule, a larger set of predicates that covers the positive examples, but not the negative examples.
Since there are two kinds of rules (bounded, and induced), there are two kinds of recovering methods. The bounded rules are refined by adding literals from the whole set of features present when the rule was l m e d . The induced rules come from two rules, so for each one of the generating rules, HAMLET tests whether the generating rule also covers the negative example. If so, HAMLET steps back and refines recursively that rule. If not, the induced rule is refined by adding predicates from the set difference of the if-part of the generating rule and the ifpart of the induced rule.
Empirical Results
We have carried out experiments on several domains, and the results we report in this section were done on the logistics transportation domain already mentioned. We trained HAMLET with 400 randomly generated problems of one and two goals, and up to three cities and five packages. HAMLET generated 26 control rules. Then, we randomly generated 500 testing problems of increasing complexity. Table 3 shows the results of those tests. We varied the number of goals in the problems from 1 up to 50, and the maximum number of packages from 5 up to 50. Notice that the problems with 20 and 50 goals are really very complex especially in terms of finding good or optimal solutions, involving solutions of over 100 steps.
In the experiments we compare two configurations, namely PRODIGY not using and using the rules leamed by HAMLET. In both situations, PRODIGY was given a CPU running time limit that varied with the number of goals results show a very significant decrease in the number of unsolved problems when PRODIGY used the learned rules. To compare the solution quality, we can only account for the problems solved by both configurations. Table 3 shows that, for a large number of those problems, the solution generated using the rules is of better quality than the one generated without the rules. This shows that the learned rules drive the planner to find solutions of quality in addition to doing it efficiently, which supports our research goals underlying HAMLET'S learning algorithm. The overall running times also decreased using the rules, but not significantly. We did not find empirically with our learned rules that the time spent solving the problem degraded so much to consider it a utility problem [l 11. However, we are currently developing efficient methods for organizing and matching the learned control rules. We consider this organization essential and part of the overall learning process [41.
Related work
Most speedup learning systems have been applied to problem solvers with the linearity assumption, such as the ones applied to Prolog or logic programming problem solvers [15, 21] , special-purpose problem solvers [12, 9, 
Conclusions
We have discussed a learning tool, HAMLET, that captures action pattems of success for a problem solver. The learned knowledge enables the problem solver to find solutions to problems efficiently and of good quality according to some user defined criteria. We believe that it is necessary to build this kind of strategy learning tools within existing problem solvers, in order to apply them to real-world applications with dynamic changing environments.
